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A Legacy of Excellence
Irving Langmuir
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Donald J. Cram
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The history of chemistry and a springboard to its future
ACS Legacy Archives provides full-text searching and instant access to all titles, volumes, issues, and articles published by the
ACS from 1879 to 1995. To demonstrate the current value of the ACS Legacy Archives, we compared the number of citations to
Archives articles in 2006 to the number of total citations in 2006 for the ACS journals that have content in the Archives. Here’s
what we found: 36% of 2006 total ACS journal citations were to articles in the ACS Legacy Archives — that’s 343,272 Archives
citations out of 954,737 total citations in 2006.*

9,341,287 Legacy Archives article
downloads in 2007

and engineering. The ACS Legacy Archives are represented
in all 80 Chemical Abstracts sections — thus demonstrating
the depth and breadth of the Legacy Archives content. From
Amino Acids, Peptides, and Proteins to Pharmaceuticals and
Fossil Fuels, Derivatives, and Related Products, the essential
research content in the Legacy Archives covers more than
just chemistry.**

The content in the ACS Legacy Archives continues to play an
active role in important, new research discoveries. In 2007,
Legacy Archives subscribers took advantage of this essential
content by performing 9,341,287 article downloads —
an increase of 314,595 additional article downloads
compared to 2006 usage. From 2003, the ﬁrst full year of
availability, through 2007, researchers have turned to the
Archives for more than 56 million article downloads.

Discover how affordable access
can be for your institution

80 out of 80 CAS categories — more
than just chemistry

You can choose to access the Legacy Archives via an annual
subscription fee or the one-time payment option. With the onetime payment option, you can:

ACS Legacy Archives covers a legacy of scientiﬁc advances,
enabling researchers to reach through history to understand the
chain of discoveries that led to modern chemistry and greatly
inﬂuenced such ﬁelds as biology, physics, medicine, agriculture,

•secure ongoing access for the researchers at your institution
•lock in the 2008 price
•avoid 2009 price increases

To receive a price quote, contact your ACS Account Representative.
For more information about the Legacy Archives, go to http://pubs.acs.org/archives

*Citations ﬁgures are from the 2006 Thomson Reuters Journal Citation Reports®. Totals do not include The Journal of Physical Chemistry.
**Chemical Abstracts places abstracts in these categories based on their main content and interest.
Photo credits: Donald Cram photo from the Department of College Archives and Special Collections Olin Library, Rollins College, Winter Park, Florida; Stanley Prusiner photo by David Powers, August 12, 2002;
Linus Pauling photo courtesy of the Archives, California Institute of Technology.

Research driving
technological innovation
Micro/Nanotechnology
Sensor Technologies
Biomedical Optics
Defense & Security
Communications
Imaging
Lighting & Energy
Astronomy

SPIEDigitalLibrary.org
+1 360-756-6524 • email: dlinfo@spie.org

Stop Paying “Per Minute” Fees for Online Research!
“Per Minute” fees are left over from the 1980’s “dial-up” generation. It’s 2008. It’s the
Internet. So why pay “per minute” fees that elevate your costs?
Cost-recovery option . . . 10-K Wizard has it.
Low flat rates to cap your costs . . . 10-K Wizard has it.
Comprehensive content . . . 10-K Wizard has it.
Expert customer support and training . . . 10-K Wizard delivers it.
Different data or features for different people/roles . . . 10-K Wizard delivers it.
Instant password tool . . .You’ll have it.
Save hundreds or even thousands of dollars per month for online SEC or company
research. Stop the clock today. Your CFO will thank you. Your clients will thank you. Your
budget will thank you.
Call for a free trial - 1(800) 365-4608 or send a request to sales@10kwizard.com .
SEC EDGAR – STOCK DATA – COMPANY PROFILES – INTERNATIONAL REPORTS –
FUNDAMENTAL FINANCIAL DATA – PEER ANALYTICS – DATA EXTRACTION TOOLS

www.10kwizard.com
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It Takes an Association To
Move Forward, So Associate
We survive and thrive because we associate with
each other—learning together, sharing, gifting
each other, and building communities together.
BY STEPHEN ABRAM

I’ve been thinking this past summer
about my own passions. For me there
are many things. I love my wife and kids
and they’re a top priority. I continue to
love my profession and all the ways we
contribute to the development of this
emerging information- and knowledgebased economy. I love art, live theatre,
films, zoos, gardens and travel. I love
to play and socialize. It’s a full life, but
I manage to set aside time for all of my
passions. And, my experience is that
when I share my passions in each part
of my life’s mosaic, I find people who
uplift and improve me—a great gift.
I talk to some folks and they take a
quite Darwinian view of human development—eat or be eaten. Ha! I don’t
subscribe to that view. It’s just too individualistic and solitary. We survive and
thrive because we associate with each
other—learning together, sharing, gifting
each other, and building communities
together. We rise above ourselves and
our family units to achieve more together than we would alone. It’s quite possible to survive alone, but to what end?
This is why I’ve sought out association memberships and volunteer
opportunities. My dream for SLA for
the coming new century is that we
build on our past successes and prepare our fellow members to thrive, with
SLA as their key partner.
How? Well, things haven’t changed
that much. One is that we support
each other (and indeed the whole profession) in maintaining an attitude that
we can be successful, and mightily so.
When we hear negative talk, we need
to turn that into useful talk and action.
When we hear the litany of excuses

as to why we can’t succeed, we need
to challenge each other to turn those
excuses into reasons. We need to
remain positive. Strategies and tactics can be developed to address the
underlying causes when we frame the
reasons in the context of the problem.
Excuses can be so defeatist. Reasons
generate reasonable approaches.
In that context, it takes an association. In an association we can mentor
each other. I’ve written in Information
Outlook in the past about the role that
cross-generational, reciprocal mentoring can play in our development as a
profession. Each of you can contribute to this strategy. It’s as simple as
conversation and a coffee. It can be
as simple as gifting someone with an
answer or advice to their discussion
list post. It doesn’t take more than the
cowardly lion’s courage to do that. We
already have what it takes, as long as
we encourage confidence.
Another way we can support each
other is to challenge raw criticism of
our association and our profession,
and raise it to a higher discussion
level. If we subvert hurtful and gratuitous criticism and engage in a process
of critical thinking, then we move to a
higher plane of engagement that elevates the conversation into something
infinitely more useful. Any Scarecrow
with half a brain knows that! With this
simple act we can cause our pebbles
of ideas to be thrown into SLA’s pond
and ripple through the karma of our
association. We’ll all get better through
supporting each other. I heard a neat
phrase at the ALA Conference this
year: “Shoot the dogma!” I love it. Let’s

question enough that we seek the
future models and protect enough of
our fundamental values and traditions
that we thrive—and not merely survive.
Your SLA Board, staff and volunteers
have a number of initiatives that will
play out over the next few years as
we seek to invent the future through
good research, good governance and,
frankly, innovative pilots and experiments. The IMLS study, our Alignment
Project, and the Innovate in 2008
task forces are just a few of the actions
that I believe will engage us in creating
our future. We’re learning along with
you about what this next century holds
for us. It’s exciting. It’s challenging.
And, yes, it’s just a little scary.
You can be a big part of this, along
with your peers and colleagues. There
are no magic beans, no Wizard of Oz
behind the curtain, no knights on white
horses (although there are some witches and some flying monkeys we might
need to slay). We have a quest—discover the future of specialized librarianship
and the roles of information professionals in our second century. Clicking our
heels together isn’t enough.
I can promise you that the next few
years will be more exciting than any
time in our professional lives. It will
be a challenge to remain positive. It
will be a rollercoaster of emotion, and
our careers will evolve in ways that are
unpredictable. I believe the opportunity
for us is enormous.
What are you passionate about? What
consumes your life, your thoughts, and
your heart? Contribute. Write. Blog. We
need your voice in the conversation.
How can you be part of the future
of SLA? A good place to start is the
volunteer form on sla.org, where you
can volunteer for all parts of SLA.
Another place is in the SLA Innovation
Lab and 23 Things Project. Join! We
need you and your commitment to our
profession. SLA
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How Do Executives View IM?
A New Report Sheds Some Light
The
Dept.briefing
Deck reveals some surprises about executives’
behaviors with regard to information, and considers what
information professionals can do to leverage them.

A new briefing from Outsell, Inc.,
“What Executives Think of Information
Management,” provides a directional
view of how executives perceive their
organizations' information management (IM) functions and the role of
information in furthering organizational objectives. It also considers the
executives’ information use habits and
reveals the gaps that IM leaders must
address to fortify IM’s value proposition and to uncover opportunities that
await information professionals who
commit to taking their IM functions to

the next level.
For their part, information professionals continuously search for the
best ways to measure and communicate their function's value to the
organization. They often know their
users' needs but find it challenging to
connect to the upper echelons.
The briefing addresses key themes
surfaced by executives, including:
 Good decisions depend on good
information.
 Executives view information holistically.

 Numbers alone don’t resonate when
it comes to performance measures.
The briefing reveals some surprises
about executives’ behaviors with
regard to information, and considers
what information professionals can do
to leverage such findings as these:
 80 percent of executives use wireless handheld devices.
 65 percent of executives use the
Internet as their first choice for
information, compared with 52 percent of other workers.
 40 percent of executives cite the
lack of competitive information as
the No. 1 information gap.
The briefing also provides: an analysis of how executives view IM, with
quotes from executives who participated in Outsell research and interviews;
data from Outsell's “Information
Management Benchmarks” survey
and the “User Market” survey; an
analysis of gaps in executives' knowledge about IM activities and oppor-

WISCONSIN TECHSEARCH
Your document delivery source.
We use the extensive collections of the University of Wisconsin and sources
from around the world to deliver the information you need — when you need it.
Exceptional customer service
Fast delivery — rush and super rush options
N Easy online ordering — request lists welcome
N Online order tracking
N Competitive prices
N Copyright payment options
N Research assistance available
N

INFORMATION
RETRIEVAL SERVICES

www.wts.wisc.edu
email: wts@engr.wisc.edu
phone: 608.262.5917

Personal service.
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tunities for closing those gaps; and
imperatives for information managers
who want to understand how executives think.
To purchase this briefing at a special discount, SLA members should
go to www.outsellinc.com/store/
products/752 and click on the orange
"Add to Cart" button. On the shopping
cart page, members should enter the
promotion code 82108 and click on
the orange "Checkout" button, then
follow instructions through the rest of
the purchase process. The price after
discount will be $371.25. SLA

Study on Social Software
Published by ARL
The Association of Research Libraries
(ARL) has published a study, Social
Software in Libraries, which provides
an overview of ARL libraries’ implementation of software that people use
to connect with one another online.
Citing comScore, ARL notes that in
the last few years, the use of social
software has grown enormously.
MySpace.com attracted more than
114 million visitors in June 2007, a
72 percent increase from June 2006,
while Facebook grew 270 percent, to
52.2 million visitors.
While a growing number of libraries have adopted social software as
a way to further interact with library
patrons and library staff, many things
are unclear about the use of social
software in ARL member libraries.
The survey was designed to discover
how many libraries and library staff
are using social software and for
what purposes, how those activities
are organized and managed, and the
benefits and challenges of using social
software, among other questions.
Social software was broadly defined as
software that enables people to connect with one another online.
The survey asked about 10 types
of applications: 1) social-networking

sites; 2) media-sharing sites; 3) socialbookmarking or tagging sites; 4) wikis;
5) blogs; 6) sites that use RSS to syndicate and broadcast content; 7) chat
or instant messaging services; 8) VoIP
(Voice-over-Internet Protocol) services;
9) virtual worlds; and 10) widgets. This
survey was distributed to the 123 ARL
member libraries in February 2008.
Sixty-four libraries completed the
survey by the March 14 deadline for
a response rate of 52 percent. All
but three of the responding libraries
reported that their library staff uses
social software (95 percent), and one
of those three plans to begin using
social software in the future. Survey
results indicated that the most broadly
adopted social software—chat or
instant messaging—was also the earliest implemented social software.
While chat and instant messaging
have been in use for several years,
use of other types of social software
in libraries is very recent, according
to the study. Beyond isolated cases,
a steadily increasing number of ARL
member libraries began implementing
social software in 2005, with the largest rate of adoption being in 2007.
The study includes documentation
from respondents of examples of Web
sites that show how each of the 10
types of social software is used. The
table of contents and executive summary are available online at www.arl.
org/bm~doc/spec304web.pdf. The
study (SPEC Kit 304) is available for
$45 for nonmembers of ARL. For
more information, contact ARL at
202-296-2296. SLA

Info File
Writing for Information Outlook
Information Outlook welcomes queries from authors
about articles of interest to information professionals.
For writer’s guidelines and a current editorial calendar,
see www.sla.org/WriteForIO or write to editor@sla.org.
Please allow six to eight weeks for acceptance.
Letters to the Editor
Comments on articles or opinions on any topic
of interest to information professionals may be
submitted as letters to the editor. They should be
sent to editor@sla.org, with a subject line of “Letter
to Editor.” All letters should include the following:
writer’s name, SLA volunteer title (if applicable),
city and state/province, and phone number. (We
won’t publish the phone number; but we may wish
to call for veriﬁcation.) Letters may be edited for
brevity or clarity—or to conform to the publication’s
style. Letter writers will have an opportunity to approve extensive editing prior to publication.
Permissions
Authors may distribute their articles as photocopies or as postings to corporate intranet or personal
Web sites—for educational purposes only—without
advance permission. In all cases, the reprinted
or republished articles must include a complete
citation and also reference the URL www.sla.org/
content/Shop/Information/index.cfm.
For permission to reprint Information Outlook
articles in other publications, write to editor@sla.
org. Include the issue in which the article was
published, the title of the article, and a description
of how the article would be used.
Subscriptions
Print subscriptions are available for US$ 160 per
year in the U.S., US$ 175 International, including
postage. To order a subscription, see www.sla.
org/merchandise. Click “Publications” in the left
column under “Categories,” then scroll down to
“Information Outlook Subscription.” There is no
discount to agencies.
Bulk subscription orders may be sent by postal mail
to: Information Outlook Subscriptions, 331 South
Patrick Street, Alexandria, VA 22314, USA. Enclose
payment with the order to avoid delays in activation.
Online subscriptions are included with membership
and are not available to non-member subscribers.
Claims
Claims for missing issues should be sent to
subscriptions@sla.org. Claimants should include
full name and address of the subscriber and
volume and issue numbers of missing issues.
Provision of additional information—such as purchase date of subscription, check number, invoice/
account number—may reduce processing time.
Membership
Inquiries about SLA membership should be sent to
membership@sla.org.
To update your address or other account information, to join SLA, or to renew your membership, go
to www.sla.org/content/membership and select the
appropriate item from the menu in the left column.
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The Definitive Resource
for a Demanding Field
I

ncorporating timely research and indepth analysis, the Handbook of
Finance is a comprehensive 3-Volume
Set that covers both established and
cutting-edge theories and developments
in ﬁnance and investing. Edited by Frank
Fabozzi, this set includes valuable insights
from global ﬁnancial experts as well as
academics with extensive experience
in this ﬁeld. Organized by topic, this
comprehensive resource contains
complete coverage of essential issues—
from portfolio construction and risk
management to ﬁxed income securities
and foreign exchange—and provides
readers with a balanced understanding
of today’s dynamic world of ﬁnance.

SPECIAL
INTRODUCTORY
OFFER!
Save up to $150

ABOUT EACH VOLUME
Volume 1 skillfully covers the general
characteristics of different asset
classes, derivative instruments, the
markets in which ﬁnancial instruments
trade, and the players in those markets. It also addresses the role of
ﬁnancial markets in an economy, the
structure and organization of ﬁnancial
markets, the efﬁciency of markets, and
the determinants of asset pricing and
interest rates.
6OLUME )      s $300.00 US
$250.00 US
(ARDCOVER s   PP

Volume 2 focuses on the theories,
decisions, and implementation aspects
associated with both ﬁnancial management and investment management. It
discusses issues that dominate the
ﬁnancial management arena—capital
structure, dividend policies, capital
budgeting, and working capital—and
highlights the essential elements of
today’s investment management
environment, which include allocating
funds across major asset classes and
effectively dealing with equity and
ﬁxed income portfolios.
6OLUME ))      s $300.00 US
$250.00 US
(ARDCOVER s   PP

Volume 3 contains the most comprehensive coverage of the analytical
tools, risk measurement methods, and
valuation techniques currently used in
the ﬁeld of ﬁnance. It details a variety
of concepts, such as credit risk modeling, Black-Scholes option pricing, and
Monte Carlo simulation, and offers
practical insights on effectively applying them to real-world situations.
6OLUME )))      s $300.00 US
$250.00 US
(ARDCOVER s   PP

3-Volume Set: 978-0-470-04256-4
$900.00 US s (ARDCOVER s   PP
$750.00 US

SAVE UP TO $150 WHEN YOU ORDER BY NOVEMBER 30, 2008
Introductory price of $750 for the 3-Volume Set and $250 for Individual Volumes,
if ordered by 11/30/08.Thereafter, $900 and $300 respectively.

INFO SITES

Missed Some Sessions
at SLA 2008? No Problem!

number of reviews in the big cities.
Save your favorites as bookmarks. I like
the “browse nearby” feature that uses
Google Maps to plot what else has been
reviewed in the neighborhood. Other
features: discussion board, RSS feeds
of reviews from you and your friends (if
you are a member) and of new reviews
for a few cities, and an events board
(with comments, of course!).

Many
the podcasts of the sessions are
Dept. of
Deck
accompanied by the presentations in PDF format.
BY CAROLYN J. SOSNOWSKI, MLIS

SLA 2008 Podcasts
and Presentations
http://sla.learn.com/learncenter.asp?page=310
http://sla.learn.com/learncenter.asp?page=311

If you couldn’t attend the SLA 2008
conference, or if you did and just
couldn’t get to all the sessions you
wanted to, you’re in luck. Visit Click
University to listen to podcasts and
access presentations from the Seattle
conference. The first link above will
lead you to more than 20 podcasts.
Topics include ethical competitive
intelligence, updates from the bibliographic control and future of librarians
in the workforce research groups,
Web 2.0, and…coffee. Many of the
podcasts are accompanied by the presentations in PDF. Handouts for more
than 30 additional sessions can be
found by following the second link.

related to records management and
search in the Enterprise Information
section. You’ll find case studies, news,
book reviews and opinion. Recent
articles focused on developing a KM
program, the impact of generational
differences on KM and e-mail management. A standard subscription includes
both online access and a print magazine (each can be subscribed to at a
lower rate) and discounts on Ark Group
products and conferences. A monthly
e-newsletter is included in the subscription, but is also available without charge
to non-subscribers.

Yelp
www.yelp.com

They say the best way to find a good
restaurant, repair service or moving
company is by word of mouth. These
days,
word of mouth also includes the
d
IInternet. Yelp collects reviews written
b
by locals in cities across the U.S. (Yelp
p
plans to extend beyond the U.S. in the
ffuture) so you have some help navigatiing your own town or one you plan to
vvisit. The reviews are pretty honest, and
vvary in length and detail. The content is
w
well organized and can be sorted, so it’s
eeasy to browse around categories and
llocations, but be prepared for the large

StumbleUpon
www.stumbleupon.com

To use StumbleUpon is to do exactly
the opposite of stumbling. Instead of
using search engines to find Web sites
of interest, try StumbleUpon, which
retrieves sites based on topics you’ve
identified in your profile. Search just
within certain categories or by format
(video, images). The more ratings you
assign to pages, the more relevant
the returns will be. Pages you like
will be added to your list of favorites,
and you can create a blog and RSS
feed of those favorites and your comments about them. Share sites among
friends, and find new friends based
on your interests (note: set your privacy settings to restrict what is made
public). The quality of sites varies, but
you’re likely to discover pages that you
haven’t stumbled on before. SLA

Inside Knowledge
www.ikmagazine.com

Although not all the content is available
without subscription, Inside Knowledge
is certainly worth a look. The articles
in this Ark Group-published magazine
offer practical information on knowledge
management, and also explore topics

CAROLYN J. SOSNOWSKI , MLIS, is SLA’s information
specialist. She has 10 years of experience in libraries, including
more than four years in SLA’s Information Center. She can be
reached at csosnowski@sla.org.
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A view of the Vancouver Public Library's glass-roofed concourse, which
serves as an entry foyer to the library and the more lively pedestrian
activities at ground level. Public spaces surrounding the library form a
continuous piazza with parking located below grade. The Library Square
Project was the largest capital project ever undertaken by the City of
Vancouver. The decision to build the project came after a favorable
public referendum in November 1990. Construction began in early 1993
and was completed in 1995.
Photo courtesy of the Vancouver Public Library.
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From Loss
to Profit:

Making Fee-forService Successful
WHAT DOES IT TAKE TO TURN A FEE-FOR-SERVICE RESEARCH DIVISION AT A PUBLIC
LIBRARY FROM BARELY BREAK-EVEN TO PROFITABLE?
BY CHRISTINA DE CASTELL

I

nfoAction, the fee-for-service
division of Vancouver Public
Library, began offering services in 1995 and reached
break-even for the first time
in 2005. In early 2006, the division
anticipated a loss at mid-year. Instead,
InfoAction ended the year with a profit
and made more than Can$25,000 in
2007. At mid-year 2008, our profit
stands at Can$108,000 and our revenue has doubled. How did we get
here? What did we learn that’s relevant
for your information service?
When I began at InfoAction in August
2006, the service was expecting to
end the year with a loss. I set a goal of
Can$30,000 profit for my first year as
manager. To achieve that, I needed to
understand the history of the service. I
needed to know where we were successful and what held us back. In its 10-year
history, InfoAction’s two managers and
dedicated staff had built a solid client
base, with many regular customers

who often referred the service to others,
which helped business expand slowly.
Marketing had been strong initially, but
had ceased to be a priority as business
grew so much that the current staff
was too busy to promote the services.
The previous manager had concluded
that finding time for marketing was a
challenge, but I knew that marketing
needed to be a priority if we were going
to be consistently profitable.
Coming from a special library at the
BC Securities Commission, the research
side of my job was familiar. Since I
didn’t need to learn that, I focused
my time initially on understanding our

relationships with vendors and within
the organization. InfoAction was largely
isolated from the rest of the library and
perceived as a somewhat scary place to
work because we billed our services at
Can$90 per hour. We prioritized attending staff meetings so that we would
become a familiar face in the library.
To increase the number of referrals, we
needed to raise the awareness of our
division throughout the system.
Someone recently said to me, “I
worked in the library for years and
I never knew your division existed.”
Everyone in the system needs to be
aware of us so they can consider us

If we cannot prove our value to those
within our organizations, we will never
be able to sell our services externally.
The best way to prove your value is by
making money, not losing it.
INFORMATION OUTLOOK V12 N09 SEPTEMBER 2008
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The exterior of the Vancouver Public Library is often said to resemble the Roman Colosseum. In addition to its function as the central branch of the city's
public library system, the one square block project also includes an attached office high-rise, retail shops, restaurants, and underground public parking.
The library building has a rooftop garden designed by Vancouver landscape architect Cornelia Oberlander. Photo courtesy of the Vancouver Public Library.

when they don’t have the capacity to
answer a patron’s question for free. In a
public library, there are times when the
reference librarians aren’t able to provide the degree of assistance needed,
and we’re a great solution—if they know
we exist.

Prioritizing Services
I was lucky to inherit a database that
contained every project in InfoAction’s
10-year history, classified by subject
division in the library. I spent hours analyzing this data, creating reports so that
we could understand how we spent our
time and what projects generated the
most revenue. We identified three areas
where we had strong revenue, matching skills, and satisfied clients: market
research, background searches for due
diligence, and historical city directory
searches. We clearly had an advantage
over our competitors either because of
our collections or past experience, so
we needed to promote those services.
If possible, we wanted to increase the
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time we spent on projects that we
enjoyed. We chose to focus on promoting in-depth research, rather than on
literature searches, document delivery
or scanning microfilm.
Having picked three services we
wanted to expand, we identified the
primary audience for each one:
 Securities and corporate finance lawyers for due diligence.
 Small business owners for market
research.
 Engineering firms for city directory
searches.
We looked at the Web sites of these
types of businesses and the kinds of Web
sites that they would be seeing every
day to understand their experiences and
expectations. Having worked at the BC
Securities Commission for five years, I
knew securities and corporate finance
lawyers’ needs, but we needed to learn
more about the other audiences. Based
on banks, news, government and industry associations’ Web sites, we developed
an understanding of our audiences.
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Overhauling the Web Site
When we compared our Web site and
materials to what our audiences were
seeing every day, we looked like amateurs, so an overhaul of our logo and
Web site was required. I met with our
Communications and Virtual Services
managers to talk about re-branding and
a Web site redesign. They were able
to assign a part-time graphic designer
to create a new logo and build our
new Web site. We weren’t working with
much of a budget—three days per week
for a month for the graphic designer.
However, this designer was able to give
us some options to create a polished,
professional look. We invested our own
time to update the Web site content.
How did we get this done so fast? We
planned in advance exactly what we
wanted, provided examples and evaluated all decisions and changes against
our goals. It helped that I had been on
the other side and knew exactly what
could hold up a timeline for a Web site
redesign. We delivered on what we had
promised, and met all our deadlines.
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That way, we didn’t create issues within
the organization.

Billing for Time Spent
For fear of competition, InfoAction had
never posted its fees on the Web site,
nor provided them in its promotional
materials. This meant that the staff
would collectively spend at least 30
minutes each day answering phone
calls about our basic fees. In addition,
we answered e-mail requests for quotes
that would never turn into projects
because the clients didn’t know that
our rates started at Can$55 per hour for
photocopying.
Since we weren’t trying to compete
on fees, I didn’t see the value in hiding
what we charged. Drawing on my own
experience, when I’m on a Web site,
I’ll leave if I can’t find the cost of an
item or service. I’m sure we were losing
clients that way. As much as we like
being able to reassure people that we
will work within their budgets, we were
wasting valuable time by concealing
our fees. You can’t spend your days on
non-billable services when you want to
make money.
As I talked to staff and looked at
statistics, I began to realize that we
weren’t billing for all the time that we
were spending on projects. If a client
sent in a request and it took 20 minutes
to clarify the question, that time wasn’t
being charged back. For example, our
research assistants spend most of their
days copying historical city directories
for property development and engineering firms that need to know past land
use. Some clients send a complete list
of streets with address ranges provided,
intervals to search and the range of
years. Others say, “I need everything

I reminded myself that if we were
lawyers, we would promote ourselves
and our expertise on our Web site. It was
time for us to do the same as librarians.
within two blocks of this address.” It
takes our search assistants a significant
amount of time to determine the exact
addresses and streets when our clients
don’t send it—and we weren’t billing
this time. As a result, the clients who
sent incomplete requests were getting a
lot of free work.
Reinforcing that our time is worth
money was an important part of improving our revenue. It’s hard for public
library staff to charge for their time when
they’re used to providing service for free.
We have to constantly reinforce the value
of the service we provide. We need to
remind each other that if engineers and
lawyers were doing the same work, it
would cost their clients a lot more.

Promoting Your Expertise
Each of the InfoAction staff has a
unique background that contributes
to our success. I worked for five years
at a securities regulator and have also
worked in Web development and health
care. I understand government, regulation, non-profits and high-tech projects.
All our staff members have years of
experience in the public library across
a range of subjects, including in-depth
knowledge of business research, engineering and historical collections. Their
knowledge of the resources available to
us is both deep and broad. Additionally,
they bring expertise from prior jobs and
their outside interests.

CHRISTINA DE CASTELL is the manager of InfoAction, the feefor-service research division of Vancouver Public Library, Vancouver,
British Columbia, Canada. She is a director and PR Chair for the
Business & Finance Division, a past president of the Western Canada
Chapter, and a Fellow of SLA.

I reminded myself that if we were lawyers, we would promote ourselves and
our expertise on our Web site. It was
time for us to do the same as librarians.
We looked at profiles on law firm Web
sites for examples. We identified our
expertise and our favorite search areas.
It’s hard to promote ourselves, but if we
want to be perceived as professionals
we need to demonstrate our expertise
and be willing to stand behind the
research that we provide.
When we redesigned our Web site, we
added case studies for our targeted services—due diligence, market research
and city directory searches. These case
studies help our clients understand
what we do. We included examples of
what the research would cost so they
would know what to expect. We wrote
the case studies using a variety of terms
so that search engines would help lead
potential clients to our site.

Word of Mouth and Networking
As much as advertising seems like
something we should do, I’ve found
no evidence that traditional advertising helps us. The same holds true of
some favorite public library promotional
materials, like bookmarks. The reality is
a lot of InfoAction’s clients come from
word of mouth. We know that personal
recommendations work best. I have
to be out in the community, contacting people and making sure they’re
aware of our service. If the opportunity
to speak about InfoAction comes up,
I need to accept it. People who hear
about InfoAction enough will remember
us when they need research. We’re
now talking about a promo card that
our clients can hand out. We know that
people like to share knowledge when
they find a great service, so we’re hoping they’ll help us promote ourselves.

INFORMATION OUTLOOK V12 N09 SEPTEMBER 2008
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It’s no surprise that networking is
part of being successful. Your name
has to be familiar to be remembered.
You need to be someone people trust.
I attend SLA events, belong to the local
law librarians’ association, volunteer for
the provincial library association and
keep in touch with colleagues from the
securities commission, as they change
jobs and give me contacts throughout
the city. I teach a module of an online
course at the BC Institute of Technology
for forensic investigators. This leads to
contacts with accountants, tax investigators, lawyers, police officers and
auditors, and has brought InfoAction
business directly. But it’s not just the
professional network you would expect.
Every friendship or relationship can
bring in work as can every encounter in
the library. Even if the person walking
into our office can’t afford our service, a
positive experience with us can lead to
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them suggesting us to a friend.

Taking on the Extra Work
Staffing is our biggest challenge. It’s
hard to find people who are interested in
the higher pressure environment of the
fee-for-service division. It feels like we’re
constantly trying to find new staff to help
with projects. However, when opportunities present themselves, we have to take
advantage of them, even as we wonder if
we can handle any more work.
Last fall, the provincial government
approached the library to develop a
pilot service to help skilled immigrants
find appropriate employment. It was
the perfect opportunity for a partnership
between InfoAction and the library’s
business division since the project
required extra staffing capacity, billing
and research. Although we were feeling
completely overwhelmed with projects,
it wasn’t an opportunity we could pass

KEY THINGS TO KEEP IN MIND TO
IMPLEMENT A SUCCESSFUL FEEFOR-SERVICE:
Learn from how you spend your time.
Become a familiar face in your organization.
Do what you do best (and enjoy most).
Drop time-wasting services.
Highlight key services.
See every interaction as an opportunity to promote.
Take risks on new projects.
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up. We posted to find internal staff
interested in temporary opportunities in
InfoAction and found people willing to
take on short-term projects. We committed to reviewing the work to ensure
that it met our quality expectations. We
took on the financial management of
the contract in order to benefit from the
revenue.
This project allowed InfoAction to
double its revenue in the first half
of 2008 and tested our capacity for
work. We learned that we were capable
of dealing with more project volume
than we realized and therefore saved
money budgeted for temporary staff.
To date, InfoAction has a profit of
Can$108,000.

Proving your Value
We’re fortunate to have executive support for our division. I’ve heard from
other fee-for-service divisions how critical it is that the board and management team support the presence of
fee-for-service in a public library. Like
any special library in a corporation
or government organization, it helps
when you have someone who believes
in what you’re doing and wants you to
succeed.
When people question your existence,
you need to be able to justify your role.
The previous InfoAction manager had
succeeded in convincing the board that
InfoAction’s existence was important
even when it was losing money. This
has not been the case in other public
libraries in Canada, where some fee-forservice divisions have been dissolved
after years without a profit.
If we cannot prove our value to those
within our organizations, we will never
be able to sell our services externally.
The best way to prove your value is by
making money, not losing it. By creating
demand, we demonstrate that the need
for expert research exists in the market
and that Google hasn’t made our jobs
irrelevant. We all know our skills matter
more than ever, but we need to have
the confidence that we can do it faster
and better. SLA

VOTE FOR THE FUTURE
2009 SLA BOARD OF DIRECTORS ELECTION
Polls are now open. VOTE TODAY.
All members* eligible to vote and in good standing as of 25
August 2008 may participate in the election. Polls will close
on 1 October at 5:00 p.m. EDT.
Members with a current e-mail address in the SLA database
will receive an e-notiﬁcation when the polls open. Members
without an e-mail address on ﬁle may still login to vote
using their SLA Web UserId and Password, or they can e-mail
evote@sla.org to request a paper ballot. Requests for a
paper ballot must be received by 10 September.
For complete details and information about the candidates

visit www.sla.org/BODelection.

*Excludes organizational, honorary and virtual members of SLA.
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Global Sourcing:

One Company’s
Approach to Managing
Information Services
WHEN ITS LIBRARY IN FT. LAUDERDALE, FLORIDA, COULD NO LONGER SUPPORT A RAPIDLY
GROWING DEMAND FOR LIBRARY SERVICES WORLDWIDE, FRANKLIN TEMPLETON SAW INDIA
AS AN OPPORTUNITY TO EXPAND THE LIBRARY TEAM AND IMPROVE ACCESS TO INFORMATION
ACROSS MULTIPLE LOCATIONS
BY LARISA BRIGEVICH

O

ffshoring library jobs is a sensitive topic in library circles,
often generating images of
downsizing or even closing corporate
libraries in the United States. The growing anxieties and concerns about losing
our jobs to the emerging ranks of knowledge workers in China, India, Eastern
Europe and other developing countries
are not all unfounded. According to
Forrester Research, by 2015, at least
3.3 million white-collar jobs and $136
billion in wages will shift from the U.S.
to lower-wage countries. Librarians and
information professionals in the developed countries need new strategies and
skills to face challenges and take advantage of the opportunities presented by
globalization. This article is a story of
how a one corporate library has turned
threats of globalization into opportunities
for librarians and their clients.
At Franklin Templeton, when the
library of four information professionals
in Ft. Lauderdale, Florida, could no longer support a rapidly growing demand
for library services worldwide, library
leaders saw India as an opportunity to
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expand the library team and improve
access to information across multiple
locations. In a short three-year period,
the library has built a truly global operation that now supports investment professionals in 20 countries. Contrary to
popular belief, sourcing to India didn’t
reduce head count in the United States;
instead it helped the library build a case
for further expansion globally.
To establish the Indian operation,
the library had to overcome a lot of
challenges and learn many new things.
This included “selling” a concept of
the global library platform to senior
management; competing for funding;
building a virtual team from scratch;
and dealing with cultural differences,
communication gaps and many other
considerations—all of which required
hard work, courage and a lot of entrepreneurial spirit.

Deciding on a Sourcing Model
Different companies use different strategies for sourcing offshore. Common
business models include third party
outsourcing, “do-it-yourself” global
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sourcing, joint ventures and hybrids.
In the early stages of the sourcing
movement, cost-cutting was the main
reason why companies moved their
back-office functions, such as data
entry, transaction processing and call
centers, to lower-wage countries. Today,
in addition to cost reduction, more and
more companies consider offshoring
as the only way to better manage risks,
enhance productivity, improve services
and grow market share globally.
Franklin Templeton chose to go with
the “do-it-yourself” global sourcing
model. The company had built a strong
business presence in India since 1995,
long before India was recognized as the
emerging economic power. The main
difference between global sourcing and
outsourcing is that the company has
total control of business strategy and
priorities, proprietary technologies, processes and resources, human capital,
etc., which can be leveraged across the
company’s many subsidiaries.
Availability of the Global Sourcing
Program was a decisive factor for the
library moving forward with a global
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growth plan. The Global Sourcing team
provided administrative and technology
support, helped to build a cost/benefit
analysis and acquire funding, and provided recruitment support and office
space planning assistance.

Planning and Implementation
With no handbooks and how-to manuals on building global libraries, library
leaders had to rely on general guidance
from the Global Sourcing specialists,
as well as a timeless “trial and error”
method. The planning phase took about
four months as we tried to find answers
to lots of questions.
 Can India meet the library’s staffing
needs?
 Is there an adequate talent pool of
research librarians?

 What processes will be moving to
India?
 Which client groups will India librarians support?
 What is the timeline?
 Where will the Indian library be located?
 What hours will librarians work?
 How will librarians in India and the
U.S. communicate and collaborate?
 Will a library position in India map to
an existing job or will it be a subset of
a current job?
 How many positions are needed?
 What will be the reporting structure?
 How will Indian librarians be trained?
 How will success be measured?
Limited knowledge and uncertainty
regarding what it is like to establish
a library operation in India prompted
library leaders to implement expan-

Like the explosion of the Information
Age, globalization presents a tremendous
opportunity for the library profession.

sion in phases, starting with a threeperson pilot. Mumbai was chosen as
a library site because of its status as
India’s financial capital. There are better chances of finding librarians with
an investment research background
in Mumbai than in other Indian cities.
Franklin Templeton already had an
office in Mumbai, which was a big plus.
The hours of operation were set up from
noon to 9 p.m. Mumbai time, Monday
through Friday.
It was decided that Indian librarians’
responsibilities would be the same as
those of U.S. librarians, and they would
be engaged in the same processes,
only handling it remotely, including ad
hoc searches, industry and country
information packages, current awareness and news alerts. Training activities
for the Indian librarians were structured
to facilitate gradual integration of new
hires into key work processes. This way,
they began contributing within a month
from a starting day by participating in
basic research requests and gradually
moved towards fulfilling more complex
requests. Mumbai librarians received
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extensive 6-month training and coaching from U.S. librarians and vendors.

Finding the Right People
The library found out that multinationals in the financial sector typically hired
candidates with an MBA degree for
business information centers in India.
Contrary to this common practice,
library leaders put an emphasis on professional librarians or power searchers
with equivalent experience, arguing that
librarians are more well-rounded and
adaptable for the job, and not limited
by business models and theories of the
formal business education.
Finding research librarians in India was
the library’s first biggest challenge. Back
in 2005, Indian recruiters were more
accustomed to dealing with IT-related
and call-center jobs and business analyst positions. They were largely unfamiliar with a job market for librarians and
information professionals. This required
a lot of back-and-forth communication,
clarification and patience.
Interviewing candidates over the
phone can be frustrating, especially
when a candidate is calling on a mobile
phone, as all kinds of sound and static
can make understanding very difficult.
In addition, language differences and
lack of face-to-face interaction make
candidate screening a daunting task.
The body language cues that play an
important role in “reading” people is not
available and, in its absence, interviewers have to ask a lot of probing questions, and rely on intuition.
India’s job market has been a war
zone, as supply of qualified workers
cannot meet the exploding demand for
the best talent. Despite a population of
more than 1 billion, India faces worker
shortages, and the demand-supply gap
is rapidly widening. In order to attract
and retain employees, companies need
to raise salaries, as much as 15-20
percent per annum. With attrition rates
in some sectors at nearly 40 percent,
it is quite typical for Indian workers to
expect quick and frequent promotions
and 40 percent plus bonuses.
To boost retention, it is important
18

to raise awareness among Indian colleagues about all benefits, not just
salary compensation, that come with
employment, including:
 Job security provided by an established global company.
 High caliber of colleagues to work
with.
 Extensive training and development
program. Advancement opportunities
for talented employees.
 World-class office buildings.
There are other effective ways to keep
talent. During job interviews, many job
applicants referred to their current and/

To build
connections and
understanding
between U.S. and
Indian librarians
during the initial
stage, a mentorship
program was
established,
pairing each
Mumbai librarian
with a librarian in
Ft. Lauderdale.
or previous jobs as too mechanical
and routine, with no room for personal
creativity. Many were not allowed to
communicate directly with information
requesters, only through supervisors.
From the very beginning, our librarians in Mumbai have been an integral
part of the entire library group, and
not as a peripheral office for handling
lower-value assignments. They communicate directly with library clients, and
their search assignments do not differ
in scope and complexity from assignments handled by the U.S. librarians.
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This level of engagement is fundamental to the library’s global success.

Cultural Differences
and Communication
Too often, cultural differences
are blamed when things go wrong.
Nevertheless, it is true that cultural misunderstandings can create substantial
obstacles to effective teamwork. Both
U.S. and Indian librarians attended cultural awareness programs that help to
avoid business misunderstanding—but
it was hardly enough!
Language related differences remain
the most common source of complaints.
English language fluency gives Indian
workers a great deal of advantage over
other emerging countries but a unique
Indian accent often makes it difficult to
understand, especially over the phone.
As with any other skill, people can train
their ears, and after a couple of months
understanding an accent becomes a
non-issue. To learn faster about a new
hire’s speech and voice personality,
some of the U.S. librarians put a picture
of that person in front of them during a
teleconference. It is important to note
that the Indian colleagues face the
same challenges and go through the
same adjustments.
Because Mumbai librarians contact
internal clients directly, and most of
the time it happens via e-mail, writing skills are paramount. A particularly
challenging task, even for some U.S.
librarians, has been writing succinct
source descriptions and annotations
that help clients to quickly navigate
through and identify the most important
pieces of information in the information
package. To mitigate that, virtual clinics
have been set up where everybody can
dial in and discuss specific issues. A
lot of requests are time sensitive, and
to increase process efficiency librarians
can use communication templates that
can be further customized for specific
client needs.
In a virtual workplace, misunderstanding and misinterpretation are
common even among native English
speakers. It is important to always follow
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The author is shown here celebrating Indian culture with her colleagues and their families. Training
activities for the Indian librarians were structured to facilitate gradual integration of new hires into
key work processes.

up with team members either via e-mail
(discussion summary) or on the phone
(questions and clarification) to ensure
that everybody is on the same page.
Another way to minimize misunderstanding is to have clearly defined and
mutually accepted ground rules, processes and communication guidelines.

Key Factors for Success
To make this particular model of global
sourcing a success, the following factors are a must:
■ Strong relationships: The library’s
four locations are closely interconnected and interdependent. Librarians keep
in touch and exchange thoughts and
ideas through weekly staff meetings,
regular project status meetings and
simply by picking up a phone and
calling a colleague. The library team is

relationship-oriented rather than taskoriented. Building relationships takes
time. It takes deep conversation and
it takes active listening. To build connections and understanding between
U.S. and Indian librarians during the
initial stage, a mentorship program was
established, pairing each Mumbai librarian with a librarian in Ft. Lauderdale. It
has become a tradition to bring the team
together for an annual library meeting
held in the U.S., where people can meet
face to face and talk with each other.
Connecting on a personal level helps
build trust and enhance relationships.
■ Collaboration: The success of the
library team largely depends on each
person’s contribution. The team’s relatively small size makes it agile and quick
to address and solve timely issues. Miniteams consisting U.S. and Mumbai
librarians can be formed on the fly

to handle a time sensitive request.
Many of the library’s key services and
products are a result of this close collaboration.
■ Culture of learning and sharing: By the nature of their business,
librarians don’t stop learning, and it
is not just through vendor training.
Every search may result in a discovery of a new source, a Web site or a
great search string. Interaction with
clients may produce interesting insights
that can lead to development of a
new service. Sharing knowledge with
other team members has been a common practice. Team members regularly
share best practices, client testimonies
and lessons learned.
■ Strong client focus and innovation: The library consistently receives
high marks from its clients across many
geographic areas for innovative services that help them do their job more
effectively. Since 2005, when the Indiabased team was established, the number of information requests skyrocketed
from 113 per month to more than 4,000
per month in 2008.

Key Innovations
Franklin Templeton has a strong client-focused culture. Librarians too are
service-driven and go far and beyond to
meet and exceed clients' expectations.
Through creative use of technology,
an innovative approach and “can do”
attitude, librarians transformed the way
many of Franklin Templeton’s investment professionals across the globe
access and use business information.
Some of the key innovations include:
■ Web-enabled information request
forms. Most portfolio groups have dedi-

LARISA BRIGEVICH is Director of Franklin Templeton Global Research Library, Fort Lauderdale, FL. She has
a Master of Library Science degree from Leningrad State Institute of Culture. She also holds a Certificate in
Competitive Intelligence from Drexel University. Larisa was a 2006 recipient of the prestigious Karen J. Switt
Leadership Award, and won the SLA Best Conference Paper Award in 2008 for innovative work in India. She may
be reached at lbrigevich@templeton.com.
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Team members in their Mumbai office. It was decided that Indian librarians’ responsibilities would be
the same as those of U.S. librarians, and they would be engaged in the same processes, only handling them remotely.

cated librarians in Ft. Lauderdale, San
Mateo, New York and Mumbai whose
work is closely aligned with the groups’
specific goals and objectives. At the
same time, librarians are a part of the
global network, and investment professionals in over 20 countries can leverage library expertise. To accommodate
clients who don’t have librarians on site,
the library has created an easy way to
submit information requests from anywhere in the world through interactive
Web-based forms for company, industry and country specific information.
Available 24/7 on the library Web page,
the forms offer a list and samples of
external sources the library can provide.
Using check boxes, analysts can select
sources they are most interested in, add
comments and deadline, and submit a
request within a few minutes.
■ Librarians as trusted information
advisors. Working for a particular client, librarians often come across valuable research and news that may be
of great interest to many people in the
organization. Access to various types of
information from hundreds of sources
makes it easier for us to spot emerging
trends or important events that influence the investment world. Librarians
share these findings with clients through
the two proactively distributed literature
recommendation services.
■ Publications and reports.
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Interesting Finds is a monthly industryfocused compilation of noteworthy market, academic, government and broker
research discovered by librarians. In
Fiscal Year 2007, librarians distributed
2,361 unique research pieces to more
than 500 library clients. Additionally, literature guides focus on emerging trends
or events. Example of the most recent
literature guides include: 2008 Outlook
and Trends; Emerging and Frontier
Markets; History of Global Financial
Crisis; Subprime Impact; Accounting
Standards and Changes; and Climate
Change.
■ Developing sector expertise. To
better support the sector research
process in various portfolio groups,

the library has launched the Industry
Knowledge Base Initiative, which
focuses on developing industry-specific
information research expertise among
librarians in Mumbai. As industry-specific information requests become more
complex, fulfilling them requires new
levels of skill. This can be achieved by
developing each librarian as a specialist
in particular sectors. By assigning sector responsibilities, each librarian builds
in-depth knowledge of industries in the
assigned sectors and provides higher quality services. Other advantages
include: Expert knowledge of industryspecific sources; the ability to identify
emerging industry trends and proactively alert industry analysts; increased
relevancy of the industry information
packages and industry news updates;
and faster request turnaround.

Conclusion
Being a global pioneer is not easy.
However, as demonstrated by the
Franklin Templeton’s Global Research
Library, it is possible. Like the explosion
of the Information Age, globalization
presents a tremendous opportunity for
the library profession. In the 21st century, having global skills is key, and it
will be difficult for librarians and information professionals to succeed in this
more and more interconnected world
unless they develop a high degree of
confidence and comfort for working in
the global workplace. SLA

The author in Mumbai, visiting the library team. Franklin Tempelton had built a strong business presence in India since 1995, long before India was recognized as the emerging economic power.
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A Life Fulfilled…

Together

JEAN AND JOHN PIETY WITNESSED THE CHANGES THAT
TECHNOLOGY HAS BROUGHT TO THE PROFESSION—CHANGES
THEY HAVE EMBRACED AND PROMOTED WITHIN THE INDUSTRY
BY FORREST GLENN SPENCER

E

ach of us enters this life undefined. Through experience
and life’s exposure, the definition comes into focus and we
become the creature we were always
meant to be. Some find that definition
early and others a little later. And there
are some who never know and live their
lives empty and unfilled. That’s not the
case of two SLA members: Jean and
John Piety of Cleveland, Ohio. They
have been long-term members of the
profession, and both are long-associated with SLA (Jean for 50 years, John
for 23 years) and especially with their
beloved Sci-Tech Division.
They have witnessed the changes
that technology has brought to the profession—changes they have embraced
and promoted within the industry. As a
married couple they complement each
other, and one cannot imagine one
without other. In fact, they met for the
first time in Chicago at the 1975 SLA
annual conference, and they’ve been
together ever since.
“We met at a luncheon meeting in a
building overlooking Lake Michigan,”
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recalls Jean Piety. “I remember the
meeting was good—and everything that
came out of that meeting was good.”
“We were sitting at the same table,”
John Piety adds. “At the time, I was living in Overton, Maryland, with my parents. I had gone through a divorce and

I was working for Computer Science
Corporation. Jean was at the Cleveland
Public Library.” In the mid-70s,
John got a new job at Pan American
University (now University of Texas) as
an acquisition librarian.
In order for them to be together,

Jean Z. Piety
Joined SLA: 1958
Current Status: Retired
Last Job: Manager, Science and Technology Department
Last Employer: Cleveland Public Library
Experience: 51 years
Education: MSLS, Western Reserve University; BA, Ohio University
First Job: Clerk at Kodak during the summer breaks from college; then clerk in
Freiberger Library, Western Reserve Univ. while going to Library School. First
unofficial job was dusting the library shelves in elementary school
First LIS Job: Librarian in Technology Division, Cleveland Public Library
Your Biggest Challenge Today: Maintaining a daily structured schedule and keeping
up with technology. Whatever happened to the simple 8-hour business day and the
manual typewriter?
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John and Jean Piety enjoying a cruise on the Cuyahoga River in Ohio. As a married couple they complement each other, and one cannot imagine one without other. They met for the first time in Chicago at the 1975 SLA annual conference, and they’ve been together ever since.

they decided to apply for jobs in each
other’s state—whoever got a job first,
would move. It was John who moved.
He got a job as library director at the
John Carroll University, a private Jesuit
institution in Greater Cleveland. They
married on New Year’s Day, 1979.

“At the university, everyone is
Brother or Father somebody,” John
explains. “And my name is John Piety;
they were always addressing me as
Father Piety, and then I would turn and
introduce my wife.”
Jean continued her work at the

John S. Piety
Joined SLA: 1975
Current Status: Retired
Last Job: Reference librarian
Last Employer: John Carroll University Grasselli Library
Experience: 40 years
Education: MLS, University of Oklahoma; BA in Anthropology,
University of Arizona
First Job: After Army discharge, clerk at General Atomic
First LIS Job: Acquisition Librarian, University of Wisconsin at Green Bay
Your Biggest Challenge Today: Recovering from an aorta valve transplant

Cleveland Public Library (CPL). In July
1980, she became manager of the
science and technology department
at the library, a position she held until
January of this year. “We were able to
buy a house in the spring of that year,”
Jean says. “On one of his trips up he
agreed with one of the selections I had
handy, and that turned out wonderful.
We’re in the same house today, and we
would like to stay here as long as possible. It’s a small house in Cleveland
Heights, convenient to town and the
theater and the arts museum.”
Married and finally settled in the
same city, the Pietys spent the next
25 years actively involved in their
profession and in SLA. “I joined SLA
first,” Jean says. “I started working
with the Cleveland Public Library in
August 1957, and the staff associates
in Cleveland were members. We had
a strong chapter. They encouraged
me to join, which was in 1958. There
weren’t too many divisions at that
time, like Sci-Tech.” Their involvement in the association, through the
Cleveland Chapter and particularly
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the Sci-Tech Division, is well respected by their peers.

Retirement for Jean
This year is an important one in their
lives. On 31 January 2008, Jean retired
from CPL after more than 50 years—
the only place she had been employed
in her professional career. She started
at CPL in August 1957 as a librarian
earning $4,000 per year.
“Jean is the consummate librarian,” says former CPL colleague Cheryl
Hansen, who is also an SLA member.
“She delighted in knowing and fostering
the fabulous collections that she built
here at CPL. Her depth and breadth of
knowledge across a wide array of subject areas was simply awe inspiring.”
More than one hundred friends
and colleagues attended the retirement party, organized by Jean’s CPL
Science and Technology Department.
The Pietys arrived in a limousine and
they were showered with good wishes
and gifts that evening.
“One of the interesting gifts was a
quilt,” Jean notes. “Each panel is the
Library of Congress classification for
science and tech subjects. The quilt
isn’t finished yet, and it’s huge. They
are having fun putting it together.”
At the 2008 SLA annual conference in Seattle, the Pietys were this
year’s recipients of the SLA Engineering
Division Librarians of the Year Award,
which includes a $1,500 prize. They
recognized the couple for their contribution to the division and to SLA
throughout the decades. The Pietys
could not attend the annual conference to accept the award because of
John’s hospitalization following an aorta
valve transplant in February. In a letter
to the Committee, Jean wrote: “The
operation was successful, but his age
limits a quick recovery and he is mainly
bedridden. He is not a member of the
Engineering Division, but has usually
joined me for the business luncheon
meeting because I have always enjoyed
the Division and my associates.”
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Different Paths to
the Profession
John started working in the library world
long ago, before he became a professional librarian. He was living in San
Diego, working as a clerk for General
Atomic, a division of General Dynamics
Corporation. In his words: “I remember
my boss calling me in his office during
my third year for a pay raise review and
he told me that’s the last pay raise he
could give. I said, ‘Huh? My work is not
satisfactory?’ He said, ‘No, your work
is satisfactory but I told you two years
ago get a [MLS] degree and you can
be paid more! He literally pushed me
right out of the nest.” With a letter of
acceptance, he moved to Oklahoma in
pursuit of a MLS.
Jean is a 1957 MSLS graduate
from now defunct Western Reserve
University. Upon graduation, she
applied at Cleveland Public Library.
“I had worked at the library at Ohio
University and I’ve always been interested in libraries,” she says. “My whole life
I wanted to be a librarian. The opening
was in the technology division. I got in
and I started the same year as Sputnik
went up. My entire professional career
has been based on the space age.”
A few years later she joined the science and technology department and
remained there for several years. She
recalls one special project in the 1970s
to develop the environmental resource
center at the height of the environment
movement: “CPL came in on the tail
end of the National Science Foundation
grant that Dialog had to develop online
searching in public libraries—where
you bill back the customers. We were
to develop the paid reference service
at that time. I had been asked by the

director to organize it and to bill back
the customer.”
Describing the Facts for a Fee
service, she adds: “People couldn’t
believe that a public library would be
charging them. I did my search on a
GE Terminet. Looking back, it’s hard
to imagine. I have seen the whole
machine age develop. The technology
has been fascinating and that’s what’s
kept me going, longer than many of my
library school associates. They seemed
to peter out in the profession at the
start of online searching. It’s hard to
believe today that we had to cradle the
phone and the print-outs were mailed
to you. In Cleveland there was a whole
bunch of us—an online users group—
and we were one of the first cities in
the country to have an online search
users group.”
The paid service took a different
route in the library and her career
changed, too. “The department manager of science and technology retired
at the end of 1979 and nobody applied
for the job. So, the administrator of the
main library asked me to take over, and
I was in that position for 28 fascinating
and challenging years as manager of a
marvelous research collection downtown.” That was July 1, 1980.
“Every year, there’s always something new in the technology,” John
chimes in. “That kept us going.”
“Not too long ago,” Jean recalls, “I
threw away a memo that I wrote in the
mid-80s to twice justify a second PC for
the department. When you look back,
the CPL was founded in 1869 and the
technology division was founded in
1912-13. Mr. Ward was the first head
of the division and in his first annual
report mentioned that they had actually

FORREST GLENN SPENCER is President of SpencerConnects
LLC, an information service and public relations company based
in the Washington, D.C., area. He can be reached at fgspencer@
gmail.com.
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as you possibly can, because the whole
field is changing so much.” “And keep
your curiosity,” John adds.

Parting Words

Jean Piety (center) with the staff of the Science & Technology Department at the Cleveland Public
Library. She retired from the library in January 2008 after spending more than 50 years there.

received a telephone for the department. In the second annual report,
they mentioned that they needed a staff
member to answer the telephone.”

Witnessing a Changing SLA
As with changes they witnessed in their
profession, the Pietys saw the changes
occurring with SLA. “It’s fascinating
watching SLA grow into a larger international organization,” Jean remarks
with pride.
“And all the divisions expanded,”
John notes. “There was nothing like
the divisional set up they now have
in place. I have enjoyed SLA.” And
he adds: “We’ve had such a strong
Cleveland chapter and all the networking has been a big plus. Even more
impressive to me, though, was the way
she kept the [CPL] collection alive and
helped us understand the foundations
upon which today's documents were
built.”
Former colleague Cheryl Hansen
says that Jean shared and fostered in
her an excitement for items such as
industrial standards. “Her knowledge
and respect for the field, along with her
wonderful stories about the development of standards and our collection,
made me appreciate how important
these documents are. Even though

most people have no idea that they
exist, industrial standards truly make
our world a safer, more organized and
functional world. Jean is one of the
most well-rounded and truly interesting
people I've ever met. She and John
together never fail to provide wonderful
company and sparkling conversation!”
Jean wrote articles in Science and
Technology Libraries and Library
Hi-Tech News and lectured extensively
on her expertise. For SLA, John served
as Bulletin Editor, President-Elect and
President of the Cleveland Chapter;
Membership Chair, Chair-Elect and
Chair of the IT Division of SLA and on the
Bylaws Committee for the Association.
John retired five years ago in December
2003 from John Carroll University.
Jean’s chapter and divisional commitment includes positions as Networking
Chair, President-Elect and President
for the Cleveland Chapter. Plus, she's
been Treasurer and Director for the
Sci-Tech Division and a prominent figure in the Engineering Division.
They both agree that their success
has been built upon interest in the
profession and adaptability to change.
“I also encourage getting the degree,”
Jean advises. “Degrees today are a
mixture of not only information science,
but are expanding into Masters in management and other areas. Be as diverse

Jean stresses that greatest concern to
the profession is distribution of misinformation that is created by individuals
who want to massage the data and
make accessible information that they
deem relevant.
“You’re going to get good information,”
Jean says, “and you’re going to get bad
information. The thrust today is to teach
how to find the right information, the
good information. No library today can
house the information necessary. One
of our biggest problems as manager of
the science and technology division was
selecting materials. We cannot afford to
buy everything, but the strength of the
research part of the department is what’s
extremely valuable.”
But the key, they both agree upon,
is the importance of the role a librarian plays in our society, which is why
through their involvement in SLA and
through their jobs, mentoring of others
also became a part of the Pietys’ lives.
For example, the SLA Sci-Tech Division
is highly regarded for its mentoring
program.
Today, John continues to recuperate
from his heart operation and his wife
keeps her hands involved in information by serving as an archivist for the
Cleveland Technical Society Council.
They’ll continue to maintain their membership in SLA and other organizations,
such as the Standards Engineering
Society. They don’t know what comes
next in the lives exactly. Jean is hoping John will be well enough to renew
their subscriptions to the orchestra and
Cleveland Playhouse.
“In the meantime,” she begins, “I'm
going to spend time weeding my books
at home; like, who needs a book on
DOS now, right?” SLA
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Environmental
Scanning:
A Different Kind
of Competency
INFORMATION PROFESSIONALS MUST BE RECOGNIZED BY UPPER MANAGEMENT AS
THE NATURAL CHOICE TO UNDERTAKE ENVIRONMENTAL SCANNING PROJECTS
BY LAUREN ALBERT

H

ow can we look for the
unexpected? The answer,
unsurprisingly, is that we
cannot. We can only hope
to be looking in the right direction when
the unexpected rears its head, and to
be capable of seeing it for what it is.
The goal of environmental scanning, a
research method used in planning for
the future, is to increase the likelihood
of both.
The method, though it originated
in the distant past (surely the Vikings
scanned their environment for potential
danger), was given its name in Francis
Aguilar’s seminal text, Scanning the
Business Environment. Aguilar writes:
[Environmental Scanning is] scanning for information about events and
relationships in a company’s outside
environment, the knowledge of which
would assist top management in its
task of charting the company’s future
course of action.1
26

I would add the act of scanning the
internal environment to his definition.
Perhaps living as we do in the age of
“intellectual capital” and “knowledge
management,” we are more attuned
to the information residing inside our
own organizations and its employees—
who are, after all, part of the general
population, and therefore are affected
by changes and trends in the outside
environment.
What does this mean in practice?
How does an organization develop and
run a scanning program? While much
scanning is inevitably of print media,
a good environmental scanning (ES)
program will monitor all media as well
as trends visible in the scanner’s own
lived environment. Of course, spotting
trends has to begin before the media
can cover it. That’s when a proactive
scanner is most likely to be ahead of the
competition.
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Scanning the Right Media
That brings up the next issue: what
are you scanning with ES? Again, most
likely print media, since it is easier to
structure an organized and planned
scanning effort for it. This is more difficult with broadcast media like television, radio and film, and nearly impossible with the general environment.
Scanners (and ideally all employees)
must be trained to have both a heightened sense of awareness in general and
a solid notion of the strategic interests
of their organization. If they don’t know
what is important to the organization,
they will not recognize useful information. For broadcast media, it is usually
most feasible to hire an outside mediamonitoring firm, like BurrellesLuce or
Broadcast Communications Services.
Once your organization decides to
set up a scanning program, how do
you decide what media to monitor? In
“Defining the Future,” Bruce Butterfield
recommends assigning different staff
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members different print publications
and other media to scan. But he doesn’t
give any suggestions on deciding which
resources to select.2 Online databases
make this process easier, but we must
not limit our scanning to the resources
we are most familiar with. It is especially important to look outside your own
industry, in both general media and
journals from outside industries, since
trends that will affect us in the future
may appear at first only outside our
normal range of vision.
One of the fundamental limits of using
a database for media monitoring is that
you only get what you are looking for.
This problem is obvious, for example,
in a description of one researcher’s proprietary software, which “crunches” text
the way accountants crunch numbers.
He mines databases for pre-established
key words.3 While this method may be
a useful and timesaving part of a scanning program, it has its limitations. As
futurist Paul Schoemaker writes, “We

tend to become locked in our current
frames, seeing what we are conditioned
to see.”4 Using pre-defined key words
for our search almost guarantees we will
at some point be blindsided by something outside our “frame” of reference.
In one book on environmental scanning, a section is titled “Selecting
Random Magazines,” and recounts how
Buckminster Fuller would, “when at an
airport … randomly select a magazine
from the stands and read it on his plane
ride from cover to cover.”5 This could be
one reason Fuller became so renowned
for his creativity and foresight. One article on scanning similarly suggests you
“select a few ‘wild-card’ type publications like Vital Speeches or Seventeen.
Remember, the wider the variety of
resources scanned, the broader the
possibilities for spotting trends.”6
Which media the scanning group
monitors depends in part on what kind
of monitoring the group is asked to do.
If management needs to monitor for

very targeted information, such as if
any of its top five competitors begin hiring or laying off extensively, the target
media will be much more limited than
if management would want to know of
any regulatory, demographic or social
changes that could affect business.
In the latter case, the media would
have to include industry journals, general news, Web/blog searching and
popular magazines. If your organization were national or global, the media
monitored would have to reflect that.
If the Northwest is one of your largest
sales regions, you don’t want to limit
your newspaper reading to East Coast
papers such as the New York Times
and the Washington Post. The authors
of “Wiser Futures” recommend brainstorming as a group possible sources
for the team to scan.7
This is a good suggestion since each
person coming to the brainstorming
table will be aware of different media.
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What Do You Look for?
Assuming that our ES program is intended to be the more difficult, broad, proactive type of search, what should searchers be taught to look for? Christie Koontz
gives some of these categories:8
 Seek signs of change and look for
signals of potential events on the horizon. Here one looks for any changes
in the “STEEP” categories used by
many futurists—sociodemographics,
technology, economics, environment
and politics. Has new legislation been
proposed that could drastically affect
business? Is it likely that there will be
labor shortages in a part of the country you depend on for employees?
 Look for indirect effects. This is one
of the difficult things to catch in scanning. If the news is filled with horror
stories about air travel, will stores in
tourist-dependent cities suffer?
 Look for forecasts of experts. This is
important whether or not the expert
turns out to be right. Forecasts by

well-known figures tend to affect people’s decisions. If a major thought
leader forecasts severe job cuts, the
housing market (among others) can
suffer because people are fearful of
investing if their jobs are not secure.
This can also be a self-fulfilling prophecy with financial markets.

Who Conducts the Scanning?
In organizations that use ES, who
conducts it? Who has the skill set,
the competencies, to provide fruitful
ES? The library or information center
staff has expertise in “the acquisition
and use of information,” and access
to that information. But there are two
potential gaps in a librarian’s or information specialist’s typical training that
could be fatal to an ES project—what
I call the “convergence” problem and
the “file folder” problem. In order
to become masterful scanners, traditionally trained librarians will need to

Click
University

address both problems.
“As environmental scanners,” writes
John Stoffels, “we start from a known
position and use facts and data to
develop questions, not answers, and
problems, not solutions; we are charged
to think divergently.”9 Divergent thinking is creative and generative, but
convergent thinking is about finding
the one right answer. And what are
librarians trained to do? We are trained
to find answers and solutions; we are
trained to think convergently. In an
example of this, while writing of the
need to “gather information” for an ES
project Kendra Albright advises:
The organization’s needs must then
be translated into specific elements
of information that will be required. A
list of questions and selected sources
should be prepared in advance in order
to make scanning activities more targeted and effective.10
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How to be an Effective Meeting Facilitator
Presenter: Danielle Camacho,
Human Resources Professional
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The Year in Web Searching: News, Updates, and
Changes at Google, Yahoo!, Live, and More
Presenter: Greg Notess,
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But the terms “targeted” and “effective” research are often incompatible.
“Targeting” sources of information is
a sure way of missing the unexpected.
There’s a reason why Aguilar named the
practice “scanning” and not “looking.”
An example of this is how trends that
affect your industry can sometimes first
be seen in an entirely different industry. Let’s say your company makes a
raincoat using a waterproof fabric made
by one particular factory in Hong Kong.
Unbeknownst to you, a tarp-manufacturing company has decided to make
tarps using this fabric. This could lead
to higher prices and supply shortfalls if
the manufacturer is unable to increase
production. Indirect effects are similarly difficult to catch. If your production
depends on a particular kind of foreigngrown wood, which you buy through a
U.S.-based third-party distributor, you
could be severely affected if the country
where the trees are grown passes legislation limiting the export of this wood
because of environmental concerns.

Leaving Your Comfort Zone
If your sources are the “usual suspects,”
it is unlikely you will come across something truly unexpected. And, even if the
unexpected is there, how likely are you
to see it if you never leave your information comfort zone? Creative seeing,
like creative thinking, requires leaving
that comfort zone. We can’t plan a
search for the unexpected. Rather, we
must “give room for the unexpected”
to “increase the probability of getting
hold of it.”11 Certainly there are many

librarians who are creative thinkers; it
is just that creativity is not something
we are usually trained for or expected
to exercise.
When we talk about “creative solutions” to our research problems, we
are still addressing the need to find the
“right” answer to a problem. If we are
to seek responsibility for or involvement
in an ES project, we must learn to stop
looking and to start seeing. You can’t
look for an answer until you know the
question. And part of conducting ES is
to find and develop the questions the
organization must then answer. We must
develop what Day and Schoemaker call
“peripheral vision” in which we ask ourselves what we are not seeing in addition to what we are seeing.12
Newsome and McInerney aptly call
this “the paradigm of the scanner as
journalist rather than the scanner as
researcher.” We need to be able to
remove our researcher “hat,” pick up
our reporter’s notebook, and open ourselves to the unexpected.
The second habit of thought that
librarians need in order to increase the
effectiveness of ES is what I call the “file
folder” problem. John Mahaffie writes:
[T]here is a key difference that may trip
up some people, trained to categorize,
and trained to home in accurately on
the correct source. Some futurist colleagues and I have shared the thought
recently that having a set of categories
and even file folders by topic … is a
potential trap. You're inclined to fill
those and ignore or lose things that
don't fit the categories.

We are trained to fit information into
“slots”—to categorize and classify, to
file information. In the Special Libraries
Association’s Competencies document,
this skill is high on the list:
Manages the full life-cycle of information from its creation or acquisition
through its destruction. This includes
organizing, categorizing, cataloguing,
classifying, disseminating; creating and
managing taxonomies, intranet and
extranet content, thesauri, etc…14
We are trained to see the world
through the structures we’ve constructed. This natural human habit is not
limited to librarians, though we are
some of the greatest experts at exercising it. “Mental frames,” write Day and
Schoemaker, “guide our thinking in an
overly complex and otherwise chaotic
world, helping our minds to make useful connections and not to be distracted
by irrelevant ones.” But frames “control
what information is attended to and,
just as important, what it obscures.”15
The problem with frames, as they show,
is that they only let us see what falls
within them and, of course, not everything falls within them. In the past, our
taxonomies have been notoriously slow
to change. If we were cataloging and
had a square peg and a round hole, we
hammered it in. In the digital world, this
is changing. But again, it is important
not to be too literal here. Not only our
literal taxonomies but our metaphorical
ones also affect our thinking. We must
engage in “creative seeing” as well as
“creative (i.e., divergent) thinking.”
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In Touch with the
Strategic Thinkers
Lastly, we must look at the information professional’s relationship with their
organization’s management—a common
concern of information professionals.
We want to increase our department’s
visibility and our perceived importance
in the workplace in order to ensure our
survival. This has not always been easy.
But if ES is to produce actionable intelligence, the ES process must stem from
the needs and concerns of decision
makers. And, if we want the information
center to be recognized as the natural
conductor of the ES process, we must
be perceived as business-savvy and
in touch with the changing information needs of the company’s strategic
planners. We must know what keeps
them up at night. While they are prone
to the same framing errors as the rest
of us, they are still in the best position
to know what questions need answering. For, even if we are able to use our
divergent thinking skills and our peripheral vision, we still must be recognized
by upper management as the natural
choice for the scanning project and be
well-respected enough to be listened to
when we present our findings.
If we are not the perfect fit for the
job, we are still the best fit and not
just because of our access to information. Our position in the firm gives us
a unique perspective. We often work
with and for a diverse group of personnel from across the company, enabling
us to better see things from their (also
diverse) perspectives. We may not be
able to look for the unexpected—no
one can—but we certainly learn to see
it when it happens. This is becoming an

We may not be able to look for the
unexpected—no one can—but we certainly
learn to see it when it happens. This is
becoming an ever more important skill,
and not just for environmental scanners.
ever more important skill, and not just
for environmental scanners. For, by trying to maintain our peripheral vision, we
are better able to protect, not only our
organization, but also our own library
and, therefore, our own future. SLA
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The CCRM curriculum is designed to
help an organization properly manage their
content rights.
Topics covered in the CCRM course include:
Understanding vital copyright law
components and concepts,including the
fair use defense and orphan works
Evaluating and managing different types of content
rights within licenses to help lower liability and costs
Developing, communicating, and maintaining a content
rights management plan within your organization
Who Should Attend
All professionals who purchase, manage or create
content and are responsible for ensuring that it is
used appropriately and that the content rights are
maximized at all levels of the organization.
2008 Schedule of Cities/Dates
September 16
October 28
November 14
December 2
January 29, 2009

Houston, TX
Los Angeles, CA
Philadelphia, PA
Chicago, IL
New York City – IIS Post-Conference Event

LicenseLogic is the training company of the CCRM and consults in
content rights management. In addition, LicenseLogic administers
the SIIA-sponsored Certi�
ed Software Manager and Advanced
Software Manager professional designations.

visit www.licenselogic.com for details

INFO TECH

Making Technology Plans in
Today’s Shifting Sands
We
Dept.
canDeck
make sure that there is a source of information
that does not rely almost completely on advertising for its
business model.





BY STEPHEN ABRAM


As I write this column in mid-July, I am
floored at the amazing changes taking
place in our technology ecology. I wrote
in November that there was major shift
in the force and it would continue and
enlarge. But what a year!
Most of us have participated in some
form of a SWOT (strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, threats) exercise
in all those five-year strategic planning
exercises that our employers and associations indulge in. Well, the changes
wrought in the past few months, and
the easily visible near-term changes on
the horizon, make our planning exercises almost humorous.
Anyway, in traditional strategic
planning we do an environmental
assessment of the status, condition
and expected changes in society, the
economy, technology, demography,
legal frameworks, etc. Sometimes forgotten in those traditional processes
is that the environmental scan is an
ongoing effort and that plans must
be reviewed and adjusted for critical
changes that happen in our world. As
a longtime sailor, the metaphor is that
you stay on course by adjusting your
sails for changes in the wind direction
and velocity. And how those winds are

buffeting libraryland now!
In the past few weeks I’ve been fascinated by the soap opera that is playing
out with those key companies that play
a major role in the information ecology
that frames much of the global technical environment of our organizations,
governments, companies, educational
institutions, and our libraries and information operations. It’s a wild ride and
we can all acknowledge it’s not over
even as you read this.
Just think about all of the big players involved—Yahoo!, Microsoft,
Google, AOL and more. And then follow
along with the oversized personalities involved—Yang, Icahn, Ballmer,
Murdoch, Schmidt and more. And then
think about the huge sums of money in
play here—billions of dollars. We have
armies of commentators in traditional
print, TV, every new media, and all
those blogs. Hollywood couldn’t create
a miniseries or a movie as interesting
as the real story that’s playing out. And
we don’t know how it ends, who “wins”
and what the public information ecology
is going to look like—even next year.
For instance:
 Will 90 percent of all “search”
in reside one company? We saw







Congressional testimony that this
could be the result of a Google/Yahoo
partnership.
Will only two harvests of the Web of
any importance remain by 2009?
If Yahoo goes to Microsoft, will the
only complete public harvests be
“MicroHoo” and Google?
Will one company control advertising, and therefore most search result
rankings? If you only count searchbased ads, then maybe.
Microsoft abandoned its book digitization project (I think temporarily). Will
that place too many digital copies in
the hands of one company, or will
there be balance through the Open
Content Alliance? Libraries are supporting both.
Will “The Cloud” deliver more ads in
applications, messaging and e-mail?
Privacy implications alone should be
cause for public debate.
What about the satellite companies?
Yahoo has Delicious and Flickr in its
orbit. AOL has Bebo. Murdoch has
MySpace and Microsoft has an interest in Facebook. How will the new
ecology play out? What “standards” of
interoperability will win?
And what about that iPhone!? One
million of the new G3 phones were
sold globally in just three days and
tens of millions of application downloads happened almost right away.
What does this mobile leap mean for
libraries and society in general?

Make no mistake—ownership matters. Moreover, personal devices are a
major shift in marketing and service.
And in our world, the confluence of
content, context and contact rules.

STEPHEN ABRAM , MLS, is the president of SLA and is vice president, innovation, for SirsiDynix. He is chief
strategist for the SirsiDynix Institute. He is an SLA Fellow, the past president of the Ontario Library Association,
and the past president of the Canadian Library Association. In June 2003, he was awarded SLA’s John Cotton
Dana Award. He is the author of Out Front with Stephen Abram and Stephen’s Lighthouse blog. This column contains his personal perspectives and does not necessarily represent the opinions or positions of SirsiDynix. You may
contact him at stephen.abram@sirsidynix.com.
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The Third Way
Librarians and libraries have played a
role in exploiting the environments of
the Internet, and the intranet. If the
foundations of the publicly available
ecology become the purview of only a
very few companies, is this good for
our users and us? I don’t think so. I
think we play a huge role in the creation of what I call the “third way.” We
can make sure that there is a source
of information that does not rely almost
completely on advertising for its business model. We can ensure that the
body of knowledge being searched
or used to support institutional needs
is managed and collected to align
with the objectives of our users to
learn, discover, research and make
decisions. We can care deeply about
competitive advantage through information exploitation. We can ascertain
the needs and determine the end-user
skills and train them to search and
support their decisions with the best

content in terms of authority, comprehensiveness, and quality. Our institutions can thrive because of our work.
As the consumer-driven Web grows
to meet the needs of its core customers, i.e., advertisers, we have a unique
and wonderful opportunity to build the
third way. Our way is one that truly
meets the strategic, and indeed special, needs of our organizations and
end-users. We have been gifted with
the Web tools, social networking and
communication tools, all stress-tested
in the public environment and ready
for use in the service of the special
needs of our target audiences.

Unfettered Information
Sure lots of the Internet content and
experiences are free of charge, sort of.
But cost-free certainly isn’t the be-all
and end-all. When information wants to
be free, it really wants to be unfettered.
Our role has always been to do this.

Now that role is expanding really quickly. Our core skills of research, content
evaluation, technological choice, training, metadata application and personal
service are growing in importance.
As we watch the changes happening in the ownership of the major Web
properties as well as the changes to
search and the advertising-driven
space, we can see opportunity or threat.
Or both! The time to review our five-year
plans is not on every fifth anniversary.
We need to keep our eyes and ears
continuously open for opportunities and
threats in order to find those that build
on our strengths and address our weaknesses. We can adjust the sails if we
remain nimble and open to change.
In these times of dynamic and transformational change, the future information- and knowledge-based economy
holds great promise for special librarians and information professionals. We
can inherit the future. SLA

information
outlook
ALWAYS ON YOUR DESKTOP.

www.sla.org/io
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The Fine Balancing Act of
Copyright Law
Headlines
Dept. Deckvary from copyright owners gaining too many new
rights, to consumers being denied access to digital works.
BY LESLEY ELLEN HARRIS

Copyright law, by its nature, is a
balancing act evident behind each
provision in a country’s copyright statute. On the one hand, copyright law
provides an exclusive bundle of rights
to creators, owners and distributors of
copyright-protected materials, and on
the other hand, these rights are limited in time and scope. For example,
authors in the U.S. automatically have
copyright protection for their entire
life plus 70 years after death (only
50 years in some countries, such as
Canada). During this time, the author
and heirs have exclusive rights such as
the right to publish the book, translate
it, and make an adaptation of it into a
screenplay/movie. Seventy years after
the death of the author, and the work
is said to be in the public domain.
In addition to duration of copyright
protection, balance is evident in the
scope of rights granted to authors—as
many of the exclusive rights of authors
are subject to exceptions. In fact, the
perspective of librarians and other
consumers of copyright-protected
materials is often on the “other” side of
the balance, the side that ensures consumers have reasonable access, and
sometimes access without obtaining

permission or paying a fee, to specific
copyright-protected materials.

Internationally Speaking
Although inherent in each country’s
copyright laws, the balance is also set
out in the leading international copyright instrument, the Berne Convention
(www.wipo.org). Under the Berne
Convention, authors and owners of
copyright-protected works have certain
exclusive rights regarding reproduction.
All 164 Berne Convention countries
must provide these rights for at least
50 years after the author’s death (and
many countries such as the U.S. go
further and provide the rights for 70
years after the author’s death.)
In terms of exceptions for libraries
and other consumers of copyright-protected materials, each member country
of the Berne Convention is permitted
to provide exceptions in certain special
cases as long as the exceptions meet
the requirements of the following test:
 No conflict with a normal exploitation
of the work; and
 Does not unreasonably prejudice the
legitimate interests of the author.

Meeting this test may be an exception for library preservation, fair use or
fair dealing. Each country may interpret these requirements in a different
manner, thus resulting in a variety of
exceptions in different country statutes
around the world.
In the U.S. Copyright Act, the fair
use provision is available to all consumers of copyright-protected materials, including librarians. In addition,
there are specific exceptions for qualifying libraries and archives for such
acts as the archival reproductions of
unpublished works, and the replacement of lost, damaged or obsolete
copies, under specified circumstances.
Educational institutions also have a
number of available exceptions.

Moral Rights
An interesting example of how various
countries balance the rights in their
copyright statutes is in the area of
moral rights. Moral rights protect the
reputation and honor of authors. These
rights allow an author to have his/her
name on a book, painting or other
work, and to prevent any modifications
to that work that may prejudice the
honor and reputation of the author.
In France, moral rights apply to all
copyright-protected works and last forever, even beyond the duration of the
protection of economic copyright rights
(e.g., reproduction right), and may not
be waived. Moral rights are passed onto
heirs upon the death of the author.
In Canada, moral rights last the same
duration as economic rights (50 years
after the author’s death) and may be
waived (that is, the author can agree

LESLEY ELLEN HARRIS is a copyright lawyer who works on legal, business, and strategic issues in the publishing, content, entertainment, Internet, and information industries. She is the editor of the print publication, The
Copyright and New Media Law Newsletter. For a sample copy of the newsletter, e-mail contact@copyrightlaws.com.
She also is a professor at SLA’s Click University..
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not to exercise his moral rights.) In the
U.S., moral rights (which apply only to
limited works of visual art) last for the
life of the author and may be waived.
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with the SLA
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Each time a new copyright amendment
bill is passed, we see newspaper headlines discussing the imbalance proposed in that bill. Headlines vary from
copyright owners gaining too many
new rights, to consumers being locked
out of access to digital works. Issues
such as private copying, exceptions
for libraries, archives, museums, and
educational institutions, digital locks on
online content, sharing and reproduction of digital content by consumers,
continue to raise the ongoing debate of
how to achieve balance in the online/
global world between the rights of
authors and owners, and the communities who access their works. SLA
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Building a Team – It’s Not Just
About those Exercises
Dept.well-functioning
Deck
Even
teams need a continuing effort to ensure
they are effective, nimble and ready for change.
BY DEBBIE SCHACHTER

How many of us have had to undergo
painful team building exercises or
poorly executed attempts to bring
staff together to build a team?
Occasionally, you may have even
wondered what was the purpose of a
particular team building activity other
than to make staff feel uncomfortable or embarrassed. But while team
building exercises often get a bad rap,
the activity of building and developing
teams is integrally linked to success
in managing an information center.
Team building promotes staff retention,
quality decision making, team member
development and better quality management. Team building is more than
the occasional team building activity;
it is something that must be actively
developed and worked on, regularly.
Most organizations use teams today
in a variety of functional and departmental activities, and information
professionals have long used team
structures to accomplish our work
in our various work environments. A
team may exist solely within a particular department or function, or may be
cross-functional within the larger organization. Also, teams may be spread
across the country, or across a number of countries, depending on the
size of the organization. The members
of the team may be very similar in
nature or not at all.
Each type of team has its own
challenges, and while teamwork often
results in better products, services
and decision making than individual
work, it is only the well functioning
teams that produce these quality
results. Dysfunctional teams lead
36

to conflict, indecisiveness, reduced
quality of decisions, staff turnover
and generally poor morale. Making
sure that you are developing your
team, whether you are the team
leader or an active participant, is an
essential and expected role of the
manager or supervisor.
I have had the opportunity lately to
help to develop new teams in my new
position as a manager of a six-branch
library. As a manager new to the
organization, my team building effort
also needed to occur with colleagues
and others within the management
team. Even if your team is not new,
there are a number of reasons why
you need to always keep in mind your
team’s ongoing development. Even
well-functioning teams need a continuing effort to ensure they are effective, nimble and ready for change.
Well functioning teams are also an
important link in an organization’s
ability to retain staff.

Success Comes from the Top
How can a team be successful?
Lynda Gratton and Tamara Erickson
believe that the success of an orga-

nization’s teams starts at the top. “At
the most basic level, a team's success or failure at collaborating reflects
the philosophy of top executives in
the organization,” they wrote in a
November 2007 Harvard Business
Review article. “Teams do well when
executives invest in supporting social
relationships, demonstrate collaborative behavior themselves, and create
what we call a ‘gift culture’—one in
which employees experience interactions with leaders and colleagues as
something valuable and generously
offered, a gift.” Organizational culture,
communication and modelling of
behaviors all play a part in the success of work teams.
Teams are composed of people
and as such they need to be developed, involved and appreciated on
both the individual and group level.
Being conscious of both the differences and similarities of the members who comprise the team, and
ensuring that varied perspectives and
skills are valued is essential to the
team’s success. Team membership
ideally should improve understanding
of other jobs and skills, help to build
camaraderie and support, develop
appreciation of others’ skill sets, and
develop broad networks within and
outside of organization.
Team building must be understood
to be an ongoing activity, with the
team leader ensuring that team members are clear on the purpose of the
team, clear on the work that needs to
be accomplished and clear on their
role within the team. And the members should be empowered to actually
make decisions to accomplish the
goals. These are the basics for run-

DEBBIE SCHACHTER has master’s degrees in library science
and business administration. She is the area manager-East for the
Vancouver, British Columbia, Public Library, with the responsibility for managing six branch libraries. She has more than 15 years’
experience in a variety of non-profit and for-profit settings, and is
the president-elect of SLA’s Western Canada Chapter. She can be
reached at dschach@telus.net.
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ning the team successfully over the
long term. As team members come
and go, however, it is also important
to make sure that team members
have the opportunity to learn about
one another, to help rebuild and revitalize the changing team structure.

Team Building Exercises
When or why do you actually use
team building activities? While not
necessarily part of the regular team
activity, at particular points in time
team building activities may be valuable to improve the functioning of
the team, or to help to integrate new
members into the team. Done well,
they can be very effective.
Start by understanding the current
culture of the team and gain existing
team members’ input into the process
of teambuilding activities. As team
leader, always model the behaviors
that you would like to see in your

team, and how you want team members to communicate with each other.
Have fun, show leadership, ask for
input and expect people to buy into
the process.
Here are some key points for a successful team building exercise:
 Only undertake an exercise as a
sincere way to help build a team.
 Don’t do any activity that will cause
individuals to have to reveal more
than they would like, or that will
lead to embarrassment.
 Make sure everyone understands
the purpose of the team building
activity prior to the event.
 It doesn’t need to be a game—it
may just be an opportunity to get to
understand each other better.
 Focus on how team members would
like to work in a team, roles each
member likes to play, and communication styles.
 Do it on work time.

Building a successful team involves
the cooperation of all members of
the team. As a manager, supervisor
or information professional, you will
undoubtedly be part of diverse teams
within your organization.
Understanding how to develop a
team to produce better results is an
integral part of the expertise of supervisors and managers in every type of
organization. Understanding what it
means to be a team member yourself
is part of your development as a team
leader. SLA
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The Lines Between Leaders and
Managers Are Getting Blurred
One thing that is quite clear today is that no one should
be accepting the status quo and everyone should be
encouraged to challenge it.
BY JOHN R. LATHAM

Being reminded recently of the name
change of the Library Management
Division to the Leadership & Management Division made me think about
leading and managing and how our
roles now seem to require both at the
same time. In researching these two
roles I came across Warren Bennis’ 13
differences between leaders and managers. I do not intend to consider all
13 and I am not sure that I agree with
all his differentiations. Moreover, after
looking at them I came to the conclusion that, as information professionals,
library directors or managers, many of
the differences are no longer clear.
Bennis posits that leaders should
innovate and managers administer.
What with the general flattening out
of business hierarchies these are no
longer mutually exclusive skill sets. As
a baby boomer I come from a generation that was expected to come up
with new ideas, but only after having
gained the requisite amount of experience. The saying, “What would you
know, you have not had the experience,” does not wash any more. The
younger generations expect to be
given the opportunity to be innovative
and be involved in decision making. If
they are not, they just move on. The
quid pro quo for this is that they have
to understand the importance of the
managerial aspects of administration
earlier on in their careers, especially
financial management.
The manager has his or her eye
always on the bottom line; the leader
has his or her eye on the horizon.
As readers of my column will know,
I am a tireless advocate of financial
38

management. The manager may well
administer the financial reports and
focus on the bottom line, but both
leaders and managers have to be
aware that concentrating too hard on
the bottom line may cloud their view
of the horizon. Change comes so fast
and furious nowadays that our horizons have become closer and closer,
and we have to become much more
flexible and adaptable. This flexibility
includes financial flexibility. We have
to make decisions to cut services that
are not cost effective much earlier
than in the past in order to justify our
existence. Another effect of the speed
of technological change is that those
who are the first to envision the potential benefits for our users may well not
be the managers or the leaders, but
anyone in the program area.
The manager has a short-range
view; the leader has a long-range
perspective. I can live with this differentiation if one sees the former as
encompassing the immediate goals
and objectives. Someone has to be
responsible for regularly reviewing
the goals and objectives, encouraging staff to keep to timetables and
initiating discussions to consider
changes if absolutely necessary.
Someone also has to concentrate on
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the long-term objectives or perspective, although this should become
a consultative process for reasons
mentioned in the previous paragraph,
where anyone understanding the
potential of new technology may see
its long-range impact.
Lastly, the manager accepts the status quo; the leader challenges it. One
thing that is quite clear today is that
no one should be accepting the status
quo and everyone should be encouraged to challenge it. While this does
not just apply to information professionals, for us maintaining the status
quo can have more dire consequences. As the skills and needs of our
customers or users change, we must
adapt and maintain cutting-edge and
value-added services. Don’t forget that
sometimes with the help of new technology and search functionality, it is
better for us to train users to become
proficient in basic searching as long
as we make it clear when it is in their
best interests to come to us for help.
Whatever we do we should promote a
culture of constantly challenging the
status quo.
Whatever the roles or skill sets
are for leaders and managers, it is
important to work as a team without
stultifying individuals’ strengths and
opportunities. SLA

JOHN R. LATHAM is the director of the SLA Information Center.
He can be reached at jlatham@sla.org.
The Information Center is sponsored by
Dow Jones & Company, Inc.
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FEATURING...

STN Library and Information
Science Training Program!
STN offers a special program to teach students
in Library Schools and Information Science Programs
about STN!
STN is the premier online scientifc and technical
information service dedicated to meeting the needs
of information professionals throughout the world.
STN provides access to a wide range of databases
and has been used by searchers in commercial,
government, and academic settings for more than
25 years to access the highest quality scientific
and technical data sources.

STN

Library
& Information
Science
Training!

STN searching is a key skill for Library School
graduates. Our goal is to help students become
profcient STN searchers, so that they can list
“knowledge of STN” on their resumes.
The STN Library and Information Science (LIS) Training
Program is designed for use in many types of classes
and includes:
t Student handbooks, with hands-on practice

problems and solutions
t STN login IDs for faculty and students for

online practice
t Access to STN via STN Express® or STN® on the WebSM

STN offers a special program
to teach students in Library and
Information Science Programs
about STN!
www.cas.org/stnlis.html

t Training and access to the CAS Help Desk

The STN LIS Training curriculum, training, and online
searching will be offered to Library and Information
Science Programs at no charge.
Get more information at www.cas.org/stnlis.html or by
contacting CAS Customer Care at 1-800-753-4227.
STN is operated jointly by CAS
and FIZ Karlsruhe worldwide and
is represented in Japan by JAICI.

In Europe

CAS is a division of the American
Chemical Society.

FIZ Karlsruhe
STN Europe
Phone: +49-7247-808-555
Internet: www.stn-international.de

In North America

In Japan

CAS
STN North America
Phone: 800-753-4227 (North America)
614-447-3700 (worldwide)
Internet: www.cas.org

JAICI
STN Japan
Phone: +81-3-5978-3621
Internet: www.jaici.or.jp

